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Our Heart

At the Marina Orth Foundation we believe education is the best way
to empower our youth to build their own futures. We want them to
help close the gap of inequality and contribute to the development of
Colombia.

We are a non-profit organization working to support underprivileged
youth in public schools in and around Medellín, Colombia. We
promote gender equality, bilingualism, technology, robotics, and
leadership. Our mission is to give our students and teachers the
necessary tools to compete in the 21st Century.

We specialize in the use of technology in the classroom, promoting the
students’ ability to explore, to be creative and to learn independently. In
our STEM and robotics programs we emphasize a community
problem-solving approach. We believe that developing socio-emotional
abilities in and out of the classroom is important in order to train our
students and teachers to be more creative and competent.

We invite you to be part of our dream to build a future 
Where all children have the tools to succeed. 



Teacher Training

175
In Technology

18
In STEM and 

Robotics

51
In English

96
In Socio 

Emotional Abilities

Social Impact/ 
Area of Influence

18
Public schools both in 

Medellin and in 
El Carmen de Viboral.

90% 
Of impact is  

in rural 
areas.

We have introduced XO 
laptops in Nuqui, Choco, 
on the Colombian Pacific 

coast, one of the most 
neglected areas of 
extreme poverty in 

Colombia.

In 2019, we trained teachers in technology, robotics, English, 
and socio emotional abilities.

We teach English to children and adults alike 
at the free public “education park” in the rural 
town of El Carmen de Viboral.

Hello!



Impact on Students:

We are convinced that learning English, technology and 
leadership forms citizens for the 21st century.

20 
Youth with scholarships to 
pursue a higher education 
degree. 

1,005
Students trained through our STEM 
(Science, Technology, Engineering, 
and Math) and Robotics programs.

4,000
Students trained in 

technology.

3,380
Students trained in 

English.

482
Students trained through 

our vocational training 
program.

THE FOUNDATION 
IN NUMBERS



WE ARE THERE AT 
EVERY STAGE FROM 
K-11 AND BEYOND.



The Marina Orth Foundation works with children from kindergarten
through middle school and high school. These are youth who rarely
have access to higher education, and who may frequently end up
unemployed. We meet our students where they are academically and
develop programs to promote and strengthen their learning skills, both
inside and outside the classroom.

• Integrated robotics and STEM projects
• Contextualized English programs
• Articulation of soft skills
• Direct approach to technology training
• Vocational guidance
• Special programs like SparkTic: technology skills for 

uneducated and unemployed people
• We sponsor university scholarships

Beyond formal classroom Learning we aim to 
transform our students’ lives so They May continue 

to develop independently.



We were the only education foundation invited to the mayor’s 
“Medellín abraza su historia”

We were special guests at “Medellín Abraza su Historia” (Medellin,
Embrace your History) recognizing those who contributed to the peace
process of Colombia. To commemorate the victims of violence and the
inauguration of a park, on the site of Pablo Escobar’s old building, Mayor
Federico Guiterrez, recognized our founder with a medal for her
contribution to peace in such difficult and violent times.





OUR PROGRAMS AND 
SPECIAL PROJECTS 

Our programs are focused on technology, robotics and English. 
We work for the inclusion of girls in tech and we contribute 

to the development of rural areas. 



Our model program to give teachers the necessary and innovative
tools to develop STEM projects inside the classroom, using robotics
as a means to motivate the interest and curiosity of students.

1,000
Students benefited

10
Schools

36 
Teachers trained

We want to change the traditional Education model 
through stem 

STEM Program 

Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math



Our award winning students, who have earned international recognition,
learn while creating robots that solve problems in their communities. They
improve their English skills and develop abilities that help them
compete worldwide.

English, Team Work, Creativity, 
Problem Solving, Communication, and Critical Thinking.

850
Students in Robotics.

40% of the 
students in our program 

are girls.

Robotics
in isolated rural 

schools.

We’re training a generation of coders, inventors and geniuses. 
They will be the leaders of their communities and will contribute 
to the development of their country. 

Skills developed in the program:

Robotics Program:



1,519 laptops in operation, 
given to each one of our students. 

We contribute to closing the 
technological gap.

We provide offline resources.

We reduce educational inequity.

We connect children belonging to rural communities and others who live in
some of the most remote areas in the country, so they and their families can
see and use a computer for the first time.

IT Program

We specialize in using technology so children 
learn better and faster. 



English Program:

10
native English 

speaking 
volunteers

2,722
benefited in and 

out of the 
classroom

274
participants in bilingual 

culture classes 

We contribute to the bilingualism
of the country!

Through co-teaching, our foreign volunteers work
side by side with both teachers and students to help
improve English skills. Every day we see the results
of our students embrace of bilingualism that opens
their world and creates great opportunities for them.

Our English scholarship 
holders reach official B1, b2 
intermediate and upper 
intermediate levels.



Volunteers:
Thanks to the dedication and generosity of more than 10 international
volunteers, our students and teachers had the opportunity to improve their
level of English and to have multicultural experiences throughout the year. Our
volunteers live in our communities, motivating and sharing with our students
their culture and global vision.

Training girls and young 
women in technology

For the second year in a row the Marina Orth Foundation was chosen to
train 100 young women from vulnerable areas in Medellín in technology
skills. Proyecto Mujeres en Tecnología was a partnership with Ruta N, the
city backed innovation center of Medellín, tech giant Motorola, and the
Makaia Foundation.



In partnership with the Corona Foundation, we offer our students
guidance counseling for their academic careers and futures, supporting
them from high school to college and in vocational training.

Our goal is for thousands of our students to have access to higher
education. Despite the challenge of coming from under-served public schools
our students have displayed their resilience, their brilliance and their ability to
compete at the university level. There is no doubt how much these Marina
Orth Foundation scholars will contribute to the future of their country.

20 active scholarship holders in 2019. the marina orth
foundation has helped  over 70 scholars to be the first in 

their families to pursue higher education.

Vocational Guidance Program:

In the last three years we have
trained more than 1,000
students and last year 87% of
our seniors chose to go on to
college.

In 2019 we Guided 
482 students

University Scholarships Program



And we got to chocó!
We set our eyes on a forgotten place where few dare to go: a place with 
no portable water and sporadic electricity but with children who are 
full of happiness and light. Our first challenge was to introduce 
computers to the teachers, most of whom are over 50. Our next big step 
to start the change and transformation of the whole community was to 
work with both teachers and students inside and outside the 
classroom. We even started two robotics clubs!

More than 400 XO-OLPC Laptops have been given to students at 
the Ecoturistica Litoral Pacífico School, in Nuquí – Chocó

Nuquí



Big Winners 2019!

We placed  in the TOP 10 out of 55 
countries that participated in the 

robotex World Championship in estonia

Fourth place in the Week of robotics 
and innovation

Second and fourth place in Robotex LATAM

Highest grade point 
Average For English 

language majors

Our first lawyer.
He wrote a book!

Our first engineer

One of the 60 projects 
selected out of 300 at the 

solar epm circuit

We won second place competing against 
200 Participants in CT+I!

Our students won 4 of 5 awards at the SOCIAL POWER 
INNOVATION event



INTERNATIONAL AND 
LOCAL EVENTS

We give students and teachers the opportunity to 
participate in events around the globe in 

technology, robotics and English. We help our 
students open their minds and dream big.



Robotex World Championship 
In Tallin, Estonia
In November, Daniela Vilada, Juan Esteban Moreno, and Oscar Caly,
students from the Santa María School in El Carmen de Viboral, along
with their coaches, Natalia Mazo and Andres Aristizabal, traveled to
the Robotex International championship, in Tallin, Estonia, to
represent Colombia and the Marina Orth Foundation.

We got to the TOP ten of 55 countries!
Our team had a life-changing experience, motivating them to continue
their training and to inspire other students who see them as role models
and give them hope so they can make their future dreams come true.

Our children and youth participate with honors in 
international and local events



Marina Orth students win 
second place at CT+I Fair
A group of young girls from Marina Orth Foundation robotics clubs won a coveted
second place award in the research project competition for their automated planter
box at the CT+I “Science Technology + Innovation” fair, hosted by Medellín’s free tech
instruction center Parque Explora and the mayors of Antioquia. The prestigious fair
hosts hundreds of students from mostly private schools around Colombia, where
young engineers are invited to share research proposals and projects.

Marina Orth Foundation students contributed five projects to the fair, three from
Santa Juana de Lestonacc School in Medellín and two from La Aurora School and
Rivera School, both from El Carme de Viboral. Two of these projects reached the
finals among more than 200 initiatives from public and private schools in the area.

Marina Orth Foundation students swept the
Social Power Innovation competition in Medellín.
Hosted by Mesa TI, a coalition of private school
leaders, the event featured students from
throughout the city and challenged them to use
technology to solve problems in their local
communities.

We won 4 of 5 awards at 
Social Power Innovation Fair! 

Students from our rural schools: La Aurora, La Rivera and 
Marina Orth won 4 of the 5 awards.



Organized by both EPM (Public Services of Medellin) and the Parque
Explora, in which both public and private schools from all over the state of
Antioquia compete. All students presented a research project to build a
solar car with some given electronic devices. Of the 300 proposals
evaluated throughout the year, only 60 are selected and our 10th and 11th
graders from the Santa Juana de Lestonnac school and La Aurora school
both made it to the selected group.

Solar EPM Circuit

Among 300 projects, we were part of the group of the 
60 selected!



Led by the Marina Orth Foundation, this event
showcases all the projects created by our
students. These projects designed to solve
community needs, were the product of the work
we do with 700+ girls and boys in our robotics
clubs.

Plant! Air 
cleaning

STEM Fair 2019: teachers, 
talent, and community

Highlighted projects:

During this fourth annual version of 
the event, 25 projects focused on 

solving problems related to 
agriculture, society and Education 

were presented. 

Automatization of 
scissors for 

cutting flowers

Light for the rural 
areas through 

robotics

Automatic emptying 
system for urinals





Chosen to be role models for girls in tech were
members of the Santa Junta de Lestonnac School
champion robotics club. They spoke at the certification
ceremony for 100 girls and young mothers trained by
the Marina Orth Foundation in tech in partnership with
Ruta N, Motorola and the Makaia Foundation.

Our Girls Role Models at 
Tech Opportunities Fair 

Paulina ceron, 13, of Santa Juana de Lestonnac school told the 
audience she aspires to be a woman leader in technology some day.

On stage at Marymount School fifth grader, Magdiel Daniela Sosa from Santa
María school, took to the mic to spell her final word “bike”; after reading out the last
letter in English Magdiel soaked up the applause as she took first place at the
Maureen Orth Foundation’s 6th annual English Spelling Bee.

Students Excel in 
English Spelling Bee 

2nd place: Martín López Acevedo 
Marina Orth Rural School

1st place: Magdiel Daniela Sosa 
Santa María School

3rd place: Ana Sofía Restrepo Cifuentes 
Santa Juana de Lestonnac School



Ninety-six teachers from Marina Orth Foundation schools participated in the
first social emotional skills training course led by Co School, a soft skills
training group, and held at MOVA, the city of Medellin’s teacher-focused
innovation center. The workshop helped 250 teachers refine their emotional
intelligence, listening and soft-skills, an effort that is hoped will not only help
the teachers personally but will also lead to a more positive classroom
environment.

Our teachers largest group 
trained in social emotional skills

Led by the Secretary of Education of Medellin,
the STEM 2019 Forum promotes the
betterment of education through the exchange
of ideas. We were invited to participate on the
panel “Good practices in the training of
teachers for STEM+H projects”, along with the
Director of Education of the CTA (Center of
Science and Technology of Antioquia) and the
director of the Parque Explora.

STEM 2019 Forum
We were one of four special guests to share the strategies used in our
classrooms and the success resulting from a good process.

Social emotional learning is a winner for our teachers 
in the classroom. 



Our first vacation camp a 
big success!

The Marina Orth Foundation partnered
with art school ArteLírica, Llano
Grande, to offer for pay vacation
robotics classes for children 8 to 13
years old. By using the same project
based learning that has made our
robotics clubs champions in
international competition, the workshop
was not only a successful experiment
for a future sustainable business model
but delighted the children and parents
alike with its focus on creative
problem-solving, design and basic
robotics.

Mr. Xavier Billingsley - Foreign Service Officer (Diplomat) at U.S.
Department of State paid us a visit on November 23rd, 2019. He came to
learn about our experience with robotics and to watch the practice of our
team headed to Robotex International, in Tallin, Estonia.

A visit from the
American Embassy

Our prototype of a sustainable course was a success!



OUR STUDENTS
Our teachers and students use technology in the classroom 

50% more than the Average for Latin America.



Sofía Monsalve
age 14 
“I’ve been in the robotics club for two and a half
years, and I’ve been able to meet many people
in many places. At the beginning I thought
robotics was very hard and that I wouldn’t fit
in easily, but time has shown me that even
though it is difficult, you only need the
desire to learn. I have learned to keep
working and not give up so easily.”

Luis López Naranjo (3rd grader 
diagnosed on the autism 
spectrum)
“My experience in robotics was a lot of fun.
It was also very exciting because I had
never worked on a robotics project. It made
me very happy to be able to help Mr. Arnulfo
so he could have electricity in his house. I
was very nervous because I had never
heard my voice recorded before but my
classmates told me I have a very nice
voice!”

ROBOTICS





Our University Scholarship 
Recipients



“I have been able to intern at two of the places
where I have dreamt of working: one is the
Women’s Justice Collective Corporación
where I am now working for the Medellin City
Council. Thank you, Marina Orth Foundation.”

Cindy Quintero, Age 23
Graduate Marina Orth School,  Junior  - Communications
Universidad Católica Luis Amigó

She’s currently working at the 
Medellín city hall

Some of our great scholars!

Valentina Ortiz, Age 20
Graduate Marina Orth School, Junior - Foreign Language Teacher
Universidad Católica Luis Amigó
“I’m currently doing my practice teaching at the private
Marymount School, where I am a substitute English
teacher. During my practice teaching, I want to be a
model representative for both the Foundation and
my University. I want to thank the Marina Orth
Foundation for giving me the opportunity to grow and
develop my career and aspirations. God bless you.”

Emanuel Morales, Age 19
Graduate Santa Maria School, Junior - Foreign Language Teacher
Universidad Católica de Oriente 

“I have decided to do my practice teaching at the
same school I went to, so I can contribute to the
learning process of the boys and girls, and to
strengthen English in and out of the classroom. I
love teaching and learning foreign languages. I thank the
Marina Orth Foundation for its constant support and
guidance.”

Emanuel has the highest G.P.A. In the
School of foreign languages



Marlon Vargas Patiño
OUR FIRST LAWYER!

“In my case, the Marina Orth Foundation was
able to close the gap for me between what I
really wanted to do with my life versus just
being able to survive. Thanks to the foundation
and to my mentors, former Peace Corps
volunteer Howard Ellegant and Carol Ellegant,
today I have the possibility to choose my
destiny and to take risks knowing that within
myself I have what I need to fulfill my dreams.”

OUR GRADUATES
2019

Graduate of the Universidad Pontificia Bolivariana
Law School, and English C1 level. He wrote his
first book about the armed conflict in Colombia and
interned on Capitol Hill in the Congress of the
United States of America.

Carlos Villa Cossio
Our first mechanical engineer!

Graduate of Universidad EAFIT in Mechanical
Engineering, thanks to the scholarship given in
memory of Steve Bergren, a former Peace
Corps Volunteer who came to Colombia to
teach engineering in the 60’s. Carlos worked
very hard and met the academic and social
challenges of the environment of a private
University after having attended a public school in
a rural area of Medellín.



Julián Gómez Ramírez
Foreign Languages Degree

Graduate of the Universidad Católica de Oriente
and Student Body President. Julian’s passionate 
about cultural diversity. He was a featured 
speaker at the Narraciones de Libertad, an major 
event organized by the university every year.

OUR GRADUATES
2019

Jesús Antonio Valencia
Agronomist

Graduate of the Universidad Católica de Oriente.
He did his internship at Uniflor, a large flower
growing business in Rionegro, Antioquia, where he
was offered a permanent position.

Mónica Ortiz Álvarez
Biomedical Engineer
Graduate of the Metropolitan Institute of
Technology of Medellin. She’s our second female
graduate in bio-tech and had an excellent
performance throughout her academic career.



Deisy Giraldo Castro
Nurse

Graduate of the Universidad Católica de
Oriente. In the Top 5 of her class, she did her
residency at San Vicente Fundación Hospital.

Erika Johana Zuluaga
Nutritionist

Graduate of the Universidad Católica de
Oriente. She’s passionate about community
service. She did her internship at the
Universidad del Valle de Atemajac, en
Guadalajara, Mexico.

Juliana Quintero Arbeláez
Foreign Languages Degree

Graduate of the Universidad Católica de
Oriente, and an English scholarship recipient.



OUR FINANCIAL 
MANAGEMENT

Thanks to our allies, our income during 2019 was of COP$1.236
million (USD$412,000).

Composition of income:

We are part of private/public partnerships

66% Programs (English, robotics, STEM):
Students Training: 31%
Teachers Training: 19%
Nuquí Project: 8%
Scholarships: 8%

34% was used for administration, operation and execution costs of the 
programs and projects.

• Public 16%
• Private 84%

And during 2019 this was invested as follows:

• Colombia 54%

• USA 46%



OUR PARTNERS

OUR TEAM
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www.marinaorthfoundation.org
5185 MacArthur Blvd. NW
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